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LED Driving Range Lighting

Stop playing with your balls in the dark

What if there was a way you could save on energy,
see more customers through your doors each day
and even please the local community?
Well, now you can...

Challenge
Poor lighting at driving ranges has long been a bugbear for golfers, with
ranges receiving complaints that poor light levels and reduced visibility
at a distance make tracking the ball’s trajectory challenging.
Most driving ranges still suffer from dim, old-fashioned Metal Halide lighting, and centre owners are often concerned
about the effect of more powerful lighting on their local environment.

Solution
Exled’s LED Golf Range Lighting can bring light into even the darkest
corners of a driving range, enhancing golfers’ enjoyment and ability
to get the most out of their practice sessions while almost eliminating
light pollution.
Exled’s Arena and Titan LED Floodlights offer high
brightness, precise beam control and excellent build
quality. PGA Pro Craig Stephenson said Titan
floodlights have greatly improved the light quality
at the Brentwood Golf Range “from a dim yellow to
a clearer, strong white light that makes the range
look great and has also helped with tracking the
whole flight of the ball, even on the longest drives.

Since we improved the lighting, customers have
been coming back to the range in their droves”.
The lighting has also helped the golf range to stay
open until the later time of 10pm. The ultra-bright
Titan and Arena use lens systems specifically
designed for golf driving ranges, with beam
angles tailored to shape of your driving range.

“I am very pleased with the new lighting, it is a big
improvement on what we had before. Many regular
customers have commented that they can see a distinct
improvement over the previous lighting, mainly due to the
colour of the lighting - it’s a much brighter, sharper colour,
so it’s easier to see the ball on a dark night’s sky.
A big benefit for us is the dramatic reduction in energy
usage. Going from 10 x 1100w to 10 x 300w has seen
a sizable cost saving and also the maintenance-free
nature of the product is a big weight off our shoulders.
The new LED fittings have very little light pollution in the
air or off to the sides, which is also an important factor we
needed to consider when trying to keep councils happy.”
Richard Roe - Director of International
Logistics and Technical Services
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“Quality”
Gordon Goldie, the pro at Chingford Driving Range, has
played a major part in developing the site in his 43 years
there and he has noticed numerous benefits of Exled’s Golf
Range Lighting since it was installed.
Gordon was pleased that excellent control over the lighting
means reduced glare onto a nearby road and houses and said
“ the quality of the light means you can pick the ball out really
clearly to the back of the range and the light’s efficiency has
led to greatly reduced bills”.
You’ll never take your eye off the ball with the superior lighting
qualities of the Titan and the Arena.
Gordon Goldie – Chingford Pro & Founder
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2 Heroes from the range:
Arena 560W
Capable of fully lighting down to 300 yards, the Arena 560 is the ultimate
Driving Range light.
Advantages:
•

Massive +72000 lumen output

•

Choice of beam angles 15° to 80°

•

Top Quality components

•

5 Year warranty

Titan LED Floodlight
Very compact high power floodlight, ideal in certain applications where
a smaller light unit is required.
Advantages:
•

Very Compact size

•

Choice of beam angles 15° to 60°

•

Lightweight

•

5 year warranty

Join the golf lighting revolution today
Can you afford to be left in the dark? Call Exled on 01453 756 361 to request a
free lighting simulation plot for how good your range would look using our lighting.

